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Chapter 5  

 

Conclusion 
 

 

In conclusion, this thesis outlines three important issues related to real estate research. 

Chapter 2 addresses the functional form assumption related to the application of the 

popular hedonic pricing model and its implication on the house price index construction.  

We apply both the standard hedonic model and the semi-parametric model to a unique 

housing transaction dataset from Amsterdam region for the period 1990 to 2006. Our 

results are in line with the earlier studies that support a less stringent functional form of the 

hedonic model. In the construction of house price index, we first identify the representative 

house that combines the mean of housing attributes for each year in our sampling period. 

Both the traditional hedonic model and the semi-parametric model are used to predict the 

value of the representative house, which leads to chained Laspeyres indices. We find the 

index produced using the traditional hedonic model consistently overstates its semi-

parametric counterpart.  

 

Chapter 3 studies the effect of accounting for spatial as well as temporal correlation among 

housing transactions in predicting house prices. We follow the STAR model as in Pace et 

al. (1998), which subsumes the errors in the hedonic regression to follow an autoregressive 

process. We use a housing transaction dataset from Randstad region in The Netherlands 

spanning a period from 1997 to 2007, and control for spatial heterogeneity using 

submarkets defined by Dutch real estate brokers. We recognize the temporal order of 

housing transactions and integrate both the spatial and temporal neighbors in predicting 

future house prices. Our results show large magnitude of spatial correlation as compared to 

temporal correlation, which is consistent over our sampling period and in line with earlier 

studies using housing transaction data from other countries, such as U.S. and Spain. 

Moreover, we show that accounting for both the spatial and temporal correlation can 
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substantially reduce the prediction error of future house prices, which is robust to 

alternative in-sample as well as out-of-sample specifications.  

 

Chapter 4 tackles the issue of market portfolio composition in estimating REITs risk 

premium. Estimation of asset risk is potentially subject to bias arising from omission of 

asset classes from the market portfolio proxy according to CAPM. In practice, popular 

equity indices, such as S&P 500 and CRSP equity index, are prone to such bias. Using U.S. 

data, we construct a more diversified market portfolio that includes not only equity but also 

other asset classes, such as bonds and real estate, and test if the market proxy composition 

matters for REITs risk premium estimation. We show that REITs risk premium estimation 

is sensitive to both the structural break in the REITs market and market proxy composition. 

Moreover, a substantial portion of the bias in REITs risk premium estimation arising from 

using the popular equity indices as market proxy can be attributed to the exclusion of the 

real estate asset class in the market proxy. The results are robust to a survivor bias free 

sample of REITs.  
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